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New Diabetes Reseamh Institute at University of Miami School of Medicine

Multidisciplinary Approach
to a Diabetes Cure

he new Diabetes Research

Institute (DRI) at the

University of Miami School of

Medicine takes a unique ap-

proach to the quest for a cure to

diabetes. The 90,000-sf building
accommodates basic scientists,

clinical researchers, primary and

tertiary care physicians and out-

patients all under one roof.

Clinical activities are housed

in a three-story wing that includes

patient exam rooms, an educa-

tion center and administrative

offices. The six-story research

wing contains labs and support

spaces.

...biochemists,

immunologists and
microbiologists will

work in laboratories

just a few floors
above the medical

center where patients
receive treatment.

When the DRI opens in
January 1993, biochemists, im-

munologists and microbiolo-

gists will work in laboratories

just a few floors above the medi-

cal center where patients re-

ceive treatment. Clinical re-

searchers can observe patients

and conduct studies under con-

trolled conditions. At the same

time, patients and their fami-

lies will have convenient ac-

cess to all related healthcare

professionals, from specialists

like ophthalmologists and

nephrologists to dieticians and

exercise physiologists.

a

Miami's 90,000-sf Diabetes Research Institute, scheduled to open in January 1993, accommodates
basic scientists, clinical researchers, physicians and outpatients all under one roof.
(Photo courtesy of the Diabetes Research Institute.)

With this multidisciplinary

strategy, which unites research-

ers investigating several aspects

of diabetes in one location, plan-

ners hope to accelerate progress

in the treatment, reversal and pre-

vention of the illness that afflicts

one out of every 20 Americans.

' The concept is that an aggre-
gate of brain power focused on

the same idea will produce more

far-reaching results than indi-

vidual scientists working in indi-

vidual labs," says Daniel Mintz,

M.D., the DRI's scientific direc-

tor and guiding force behind the

new building.

At the same time, the pres-

ence of patients will serve as a

constant reminder of the insti-

tute's mission.

'The emphasis on theoatient

unites the energies...ofscientists...

into a cooperative effort in which

they will not compete with each

other but supplement each other's

ideas and learn from each other,"

says Dr. Mintz.

The DRI design also offers

promise as a model approach to

the treatment and cure for other

diseases.

"If we can make an attack on

issues related to disease preven-

tion and reversal, and be innova-

tive about how care is delivered

for such a demanding illness, then

we will be making a major step,"
says Mintz.

Interaction Areas

A central atrium lobby serves
as a common entrance point for

all building users, encouraging

interaction among the different
groups. Balconies off the second

and third floors of the six-story

research wing overlook the

atrium. Here scientists can meet

for informal conversation. Soft

seating and wall-mounted writ-

ing boards encourage them to

linger and share ideas, while the

view of patients in the lobby
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serves as a strong visual reminder

of the building's mission.

"The idea of the research

wing overlooking the clinic's

atrium waiting room gives a

sense of purpose," says Michael

Vascellaro, AIA, design archi-

tect with project architects Flad

& Associates of Gainesville,
Fla. "DRI scientists are not iso-

lated. We designed the elevator
and vertical circulation path

through the atrium to allow this

visual contact with patients."

One-Stop Clinic

The potential side-effects of

diabetes include blindness,

high-risk pregnancy, heart dis-

ease, kidney failure and ampu-

tation due to gangrene. Because

of this wide-ranging impact,

modern diabetes management
typically involves several medi-

cal specialties and a strong pro-

gram of patient education.

The DRI clinic is set up to

provide diagnosis and treatment

for all related medical problems,

thus eliminating the need to send

patients elsewhere for ancillary

services.

The first floor, known as the

Eleanor and Joseph Kosow Di-

agnostic Treatment Center,

houses nine 1 10-sf generic exam

rooms equipped with a sink,

work desk, seating for a family
member and an exam table sur-

rounded by a closeable curtain.

AMBULATORY CLINICAL
RESEARCH CENTER

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

EDUCATION AND INFORMATION
REs01JCE CENTER

For flexibility, research labs at the DRI are based on a 28 ' x I I ' module, typically grouped in pairs to make
a four-person lab with a center island bench and counter space along the wall. Because diabetes patients
frequently experience side-effects or complications, the DRI clinic offers access to a wide variety of
healthcare professionals. (Floorplan courtesy of the Diabetes Research Institute.)

Floors are vinyl tile.

Four larger diagnostic and pro-

cedure rooms, between 150 to

160 sf each, are dedicated to he-

matology, cardiovascular, ortho-

pedic and non-invasive proce-

dures.

To eliminate the need forcom-

plex wayfinding systems, an-iv-

ing patients are greeted by a re-

ceptionist and escorted to their

destination in the clinic. An out-

door courtyard behind the lobby

provides a place for children to

play while waiting for medical

APPROXIMATE AREA BREAKDOWN

53,340 nsfApproximate Net Area
3,500 nsfAdministration

3,600 nsfCentral Services

3,400 nsfChildcare

7,200 nsfClinic

1 ,600 nsfClinical Research

4,100 nsfFoundation Offices

2,000 nsfLobby
4,000 nsfPatient Education

16,700 nsfResearch Labs

5,000 nsfResearch Offices

2,240 nsfShell Space
88,357 gsfApproximate Gross Area

90,548 sfGross Area with Exterior Covered Spaces

attention or family counseling.

The Kosow Center also in-

cludes faculty offices, support

areas for records and billing, and

special rooms for psychological

and nutrition counseling for pa-

tients and their families.

Education Center

Treatment of diabetes usually

requires patients to make signifi-

cant changes in their daily activi-

ties and behavior in order to

achieve optimal control of ab-

normal blood glucose levels and

other metabolic variables.

For that reason the DRI de-

votes approximately 3,500 gsf to

the Education and Information

Resource Center on the second

floor of the clinic wing. Along

with a medical library, the area

includes rooms for video tape

viewing, fami ly counseling, con-

ferences and exercise physiol-

ogy (where state-of-the-art exer-

cise equipment is used to moni-

tor blood pressure and blood glu-

cose during graded levels of ex-

ercise). A 500-sf lecture room
accommodates up to 40 people; a

folding partition divides it into

two rooms for smaller groups.

In order to get to the education

center, patients take an elevator

from the research side of insti-

tute. This provides easy access to

the DRI's Ambulatory Clinical

Research Center, another patient

area located right outside the el-

evators on the second floor. A
lobby-like bridge over the atrium

leads to the education center in

the clinic wing.

Lab Flexibility

On-going developments in

diabetes research and current re-

cruiting efforts make future adapt-

ability an important criterion for

DRI lab planners. Two key flex-
ibility features are a central util-

ity corridor and a modular layout

that repeats from floor to floor.

Labs are located in a block

approximately 80 feet wide by

66 feet deep surrounded by a

fire-rated pedestrian corridor. A
10-foot-wide utility corridor,

open to the underfloor above,

bisects the area and distributes all

services through an overhead

scheme into the labs.

Standard lab services include

compressed air (15 psi air), lab

gas (natural gas), high purity

water and reverse osmosis

deionized water, with individual
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water polishers provided by the

owner (University of Miami

School of Medicine) at the point

of use. Specialty gases are piped

from cylinders in the utility cor-

ridor as needed. The piping runs

from the corridor up through the

lab ceiling and down to the

benchtop through umbilicals.

This distribution path gives DRI
the flexibility to install the appro-

priate type of piping necessary

for the specific gas (for example,

hydrogen would be supplied

through stainless steel pipe) re-

quired by the researchers.

"If an investigator in an indi-

vidual lab needs something not

already part of the lab, all we
have to do is drop a line without

major reconstruction," explains

Mintz. "The utility corridor is

planned for the year 2000. We
were very careful in trying to

predict the direction of future re-

search so we have the energy and

mechanical supply to meet the

needs of new instrumentation."

A 10-foot-wide
utility corridor, open
to the underfloor

above, bisects the

area and distributes
all services through
an overhead scheme
into the labs.

The standard lab module, 28 '

x 1 1 ' , can yield several different

configurations. Units are often

grouped in pairs to make a four-

person lab with a center island

bench and counter space along

the wall. Some single module

labs are L-shaped, borrowing

space from the unit next door.

Because of their access to the

corridor, perimeter modules can

be subdivided into smaller spe-

cial-purposeareas to house equip-

ment or dark or cold rooms.

"Any lab module can be fit-

ted for any future use," says

Vascellaro. "The most generic

floor is the fifth, where we have
six identical 22' x 28' labs."

"When an application is

given to a generic lab, we go in

and assign appropriate storage,
equipment and in some cases

finishes," says Hilda Cadenas,

design and construction project

manager for the DRI.

Customized Islet Labs

The DRI's flexibility features

enabled planners to create the

fourth floor islet lab complex

without departing from the

building's modular layout. (Is-

lets are the insulin-producing cells

found in the pancreas. Mintz has

done research transplanting islet

cells into diabetes patients to re-

verse the disease.)

Islet research requires adja-

cent support space and a more

sterile environment than that

found in most labs. Planners

joined three double modules to

make the 1,848-sf lab complex,
using the center module to house

the dressing room, scrub area and

glasswashing facilities.

Other features that help mini-

mize contamination from bacte-

ria are seamless epoxy resin sur-

faces on floors and cabinets and

epoxy resin paint on walls,

Cadenas says. The core also con-

tains a lounge to encourage per-

sonnel to remain within the sani-

tary complex instead of going

elsewhere for breaks.

Lab Block, Office Block
All scientist offices are lo-

cated in a block across the hall

from the labs in the same perim-

eter area on every research floor.

Vascellaro says the location was

chosen not so much for con-

struction economy but for user

access and flexibility.

Future expansion

plans include the

addition ofa 122 to
124-seat auditorium...

"It didn't seem very conven-

ient to separate the offices into a

different wing, yet we wanted to
allow flexibility for the labs to

grow within each other," says

Vascellaro. "If one research

project expands and needs more

space, we can go to the lab next
door without having to be

concerned with moving offices,"

he says.

HVAC
Heating is not necessary in

the temperate Miami climate.
Cooling for the DRI comes from

three 250-ton centrifugal chillers

mounted in a mechanical pent-

house on the roof. Cadenas says

the three chillers provide 100%
redundancy since the entire build-

ing load is 500 tons.

All scientist offices

are located in a block

across the hall from
the labs in the same

perimeter area on

every research floor.

"If one chiller fails, we will

always have another as back up,"

Cadenas says.

The system delivers 100%
fresh air to the labs and recircu-

lated air to the clinic area; it pro-

vides 15 air changes per hour in

occupied mode and six air chang-

es per hour for unoccupied mode.

Air in the labs enters through

ceiling-mounted 99.9% HEPA
filters and is exhausted through

the bypass fume hoods and ex-

haust grills also mounted in the

ceiling. Vascellaro says the ini-

tial plans called for each double

lab to accommodate two fume

hoods, while in actuality only

one has been installed. When
needed, exhaust for the second

unit can be hooked up through

the ceiling grill.

Expansion Space

Upon occupancy the DRI will

accommodate a building popula-

tion ranging from 200 to 250

faculty, staff, technicians and

support personnel. Expansion

space is available by outfitting

the shell area on the sixth floor as

either offices or labs.

Future expansion plans in-

clude the addition of a 122 to

124-seat auditorium on a site at

the back of the clinic. If more

space is needed in the clinic

wing, the second and third floors

could be built out over the roof

of the larger ground floor treat-

ment center.
Construction costs for the DRI

total approximately $16.3 mil-

lion, or $155 per sf based on

86,000 sf, with an additional $35

per sf for fees, furnishings and

equipment.
The institute is built on land

leased from the Dade County

Public Health Trust to the Uni-

versity of Miami at a nominal

yearly rate. Much of the DRI
funding has come from dona-

tions, including $13 million

pledged bytheAFL-CIO'sBuild-
ing and Construction Trades De-

partment. Construction is by

McHugh Construction based in

Chicago. u
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